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Electronics and servers and motors and processors are
everywhere in my crowded studio of tools and of things.
Ethernet cables descend out of the ceiling like vines. Power
cables like roots. Game consoles play themselves. Cameras
and sensors record everything. Prints and drawings are
stacked in columns reaching up to and supporting the
dropped ceiling. Leafy green plants and succulents fill
any and all open spaces. Feedback loops of sound and
chromatic image compression transmit through each screen.
Near the crackle of the fireplace and the hum of the stereo,
a laser printer whirs, shooting copies across the room to
scanners waiting to digitize each page. The printer and
scanner create a looping call and response. Each machine is
waiting to interpret what the other one creates.
There are small motors spinning and winding. The motors
are setting off a chain of actions that result in ball point
pens tracing bitmap paths on the surfaces of fresh pieces of
cardstock. The papers are a yellowish muted shade called
“Ivory.” And I can smell the ballpoint pen ink flowing onto
the Ivory surfaces. An unnatural smell. The pen is drawing
a pixel grid. The grid has been overlaid and abstracted into
a complicated but repeating pattern. The grid looks like
a woven rug or a computer chip. The grid is present and
interpreted in numerous ways.
At the center of the studio rite are the conjurors and the
interpreters. They are surrounded in a swirl of drum
and bass, incense, and smoke. Currents of dust cross
paths in and out of the computer fans. The conjurors test
calculations and find textures that might divine a new
icon. Each command they issue sets off a chain of events
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that can only be hypothesized and are not guaranteed. In
between commands they play go and other games while the
maelstrom of circuits flow with unknown numbers and
potentials.
How can emergent systems be applied to image making? What is the
future of print? How do images on a screen function differently than
statically on a wall, or in a book? What does archiving mean during
a time in which it’s possible to generate thousands of images with
a few lines of code? As an artist, I’m tackling these questions in my
software, programs, paintings, drawings, photos, presentations, and
books. I use analog and digital mediums to reflect on diaristic gesture,
chance, transference, image reproduction, automatic language,
automating drawing, micro and macro perspectives of scale, and
generativity.
I’ve been studying and creating emergent and generative systems in
the form of painting software and programs that generate images. I’m
interested in how simple processes can combine to create exponential
outputs and lead to new ideas and processes. I’m exploring these
subjects through rules executed by hand with a pencil or brush, or
with rules executed by a computer through scripting languages. I’m
working on a parallel series of paintings and computer programs that
generate unique flowers. They’ve led me to consider cosmological
questions of generativity and world- building. The indexical and
abundant nature of my image making projects lead me to explore
issues in archiving as well. As artists and programmers begin to
implement Machine Learning and Generative Adversarial Networks
to produce dizzyingly vast amounts of images in all art styles, I am
asking, what does this mean for art and for archiving and design?

Travess Smalley, Reaction Diffusion Painting 10, 2020, 29” x 23” in Pigment Print
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Presentation:
On Programming
Negative Space

I’ve been writing programs that generate
landscape paintings.
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On Programming Negative Space

This program is a script written in
AppleScript that gives Photoshop
instructions to make drawings of flowers.
Titled “Petal Shape with Stem v9”, in this
version I’m experimenting with new shapes
and leaf types the flower can generate.
I write scripts like this to explore small
elements I can compile into more complex
drawing programs. The script is filled with
random number generators and no two
images or flowers are the same.
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On Programming Negative Space

I collect floral motifs and floral abstractions
from others. Painters , spiritualists,
photographers, game makers, scientists,
naturalists, sculptors, poets, software
developers, architects, and musicians.
Anna Zemankova, Adela Duchacova, Anna
Haskel, Emma Kunz, Seraphin Louis,
William Morris, Ruth Asawa, Lee Bontecou,
Osamu Sato, and Kinke Kooi to name some
favorites. I’m interested in all the definitions
and borders and constraints other creators
set when they are making flowers. One of
the things that draws me to scripting is how
I can control the borders and constraints of
the types of flowers I want to generate.
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Living outside Providence, for the first time
in years, I’m taking isolated walks in nature.
And I’m trying to take more. I’m discovering
new symmetries and patterns.
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On Programming Negative Space

As a student I was introduced to the
strategy of leaving room for chance and
negative space in my work. It happened in
a workshop on creating compositions of
text. The instructor used a printed shopping
catalog and a sharp pair of scissors. She
rotated the catalog 25 degrees and cut a
clean square through the entire catalog.
Out fell a stack of small cut squares. Each
one a dynamic, irregular, asymmetrical,
composition of text. The dadaists, the
surrealists, the beatniks all used this form of
“cut up” randomness to generate poetry.
A text by William S. Burroughs diagrammed
into squares with numbers at the top. At the
bottom in handwriting it reads “to be read
every which way”. *

* Burroughs, William S. “WARNING WARNING WARNING WARNING WARNING WARNING
WARNING WARNING.” My Own Mag, March 1964, pp. 4-4.
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When making collages it’s not always the
shape cut out that’s interesting. It could be
the hole left in the paper. Or the scrap that
is left behind.*

* Matisse, Henri. Jazz, 114-115. Paris, France: Tériade, 1947.
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On Programming Negative Space

Matisse understood. This collage is called
“Le Destin,” or “Destiny”. I see it as a figure
in prayer, hands lifted. The figure is seen
through a yellow window frame, which itself
is framed in a purple frame, which is in a
green frame. A figure, through a window,
through a window, through a window. *

* Matisse, Henri. Jazz, 114-115. Paris, France: Tériade, 1947.
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It might not be the mark of my hand that is
interesting, but the exact invers, the absence,
the ghost, the memory, the impression, the
debris.
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The ancient Taoist text the Tao Teh Ching
beautifully speaks to the power of negative
space. *

* Laozi. Tao Teh Ching. Translated by Jingxiong Wu. Boston: Shambhala, 2005. 22 - 23.
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I am creating forms but also creating
relationships and distance between forms.
There are absences between shapes and areas
within the work that can remain empty, the
negative space completes the image

On Programming Negative Space

While scripting I’m planting seeds of chance.
I write a set of actions but I don’t know
exactly what those actions will be carried out
upon.
I run the script. See the results. Adjust the
program. And run it again. It’s a process
filled with repetition. Both from me and the
computer
In programming there is a principle known
as “DRY.” Which means “Don’t Repeat
Yourself.” If I’m repeating myself in the
code, I’m doing it, and I’m being inefficient.
But currently I’m immersed in these
repetitions. My scripts are filled with loops
and the images the scripts make show these
repetitions, these staccatos, and refrains.
28
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On Programming Negative Space

I take comfort in the words of Detroit
techno pioneer Carl Craig.
"When I remix a track I must listen to the
same loop more than 10000 times. There are
always secrets and treasure hidden deep within
the loop." *

* Craig, Carl. Twitter. Twitter, March 21, 2019. https://twitter.com/carlcraignet/status/1108826253921042440.
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On Programming Negative Space

Carl Craig’s song “Elements” under the
pseudonym Psyche cannot be recommended
enough. It’s a seven minute techno sauna.
Effervescent. Pounding. Almost house. Parts
that are distinctly digital and parts that are
distinctly not. Rhythms that loop. Synths
that loop. *

* Psyche. Elements, 1989-1990. Vinyl recording. Planet E, 1996.
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Brian Eno understood loops too. The
treasure of ambient music was hidden in the
loop.

On Programming Negative Space

This illustration is from the back cover of
Eno’s album Discreet Music made in 1975.
It’s a diagram that shows how he made the
record using both an echo unit and two tape
recorders to create reverberated loops of
music. In my process I often use repetition,
reproduction, reverberation, and echoing. I
use scanners, printeres, cameras, Photoshop,
and computer programming to recapture
images that I’ve made. For me an image is
rarely ever finished, most of my work cycles
being used and remediated into various
forms and books that are printed and also
exist as an archive of digital files.*

* Eno, Brian. Discreet Music. Vinyl recording. Obscure Island Records, 1975. Illustration on back cover.
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On Programming Negative Space

This script is running and continuously
generating new landscapes that are sparse
and unnatural. I’m slowly learning how I
want to shape them.
Through repetition mostly.
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Story Generator,
2020

A computer program for MacOS that
generates fantasy narratives and locations as
series of pop up notifications. Based on text
based adventure games like Colossal Cave
Adventure*, Dungeon Generator twitterbot**,
and The Classic of Mountains and Seas.***

*
Crowther, William & Don Woods, Colossal Cave Adventure, PDP-10, 1976.
**
@jstsgs. Dungeon Generator. Twitter. Accessed December 4, 2021. https://twitter.com/dungeonerator
*** Birrell, Anne, trans. The Classic of Mountains and Seas. London: Penguin Books, 1999.
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Where Boundary
Breaks, 2021*
All play moves and has its being within a
play-ground marked off beforehand either
materially or ideally, deliberately or as a matter
of course. Just as there is no formal difference
between play and ritual, so the 'consecrated
spot' cannot be formally distinguished from
the play-ground. The arena, the card-table,
the magic circle, the temple, the stage, the
screen, the tennis court, the court of justice,
etc, are all in form and function play-grounds,
i.e. forbidden spots, isolated, hedged round,
hallowed, within which special rules obtain.
All are temporary worlds within the ordinary
world, dedicated to the performance of an act
apart.
				
- Johan Huizinga*

*
46

A version of this text first appeard in Are.na Annual 2022,
edited by Meg Miller.

*

Huizinga, Johan, Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play-Element in Culture. New York: Roy Publishers, 1950. 10
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Where Boundary Breaks

In Grand Theft Auto: Vice City*, the main
character crashes their motorbike into a
hotel lobby, rides to the back left corner,
and continues to accelerate. Once ejected
from the bike, the character finds themself
outside the hotel lobby looking back into
the room. Turning around reveals a halfrendered grey plane, without any of the
buildings. The character discovers that they
can run or drive freely over the large grey
void that is now Vice City, with randomly
generated pedestrians continuing to spawn,
walk, and converse casually as if nothing has
happened.**

*
**
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Rockstar North. Grand Theft Auto: Vice City. Rockstar Games. Playstation 2. 2002
Adam Kuczynski, “Vice City -- Out of bounds (Hotel),” YouTube Video, 1:47, August 6, 2014, https://you
tu.be/mP6b2LzNiFc.
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In Dark Souls III,* a gothic fantasy RPG, a
character with long red hair wearing white
rags stands near a cliff edge. The camera
hovers above their head. They hold a flask
in their hand as they re-orient themselves
closer to the edge of the cliff. The character
is surrounded by angular polygonal surfaces
covered in smudged gray and green textures
and vines, somewhat pixelated and showing
bark, sand, and rock. The scene is rough and
not well lit.**
The character is at the edge of some world
space: a normally impassable boundary. A
distant fog surrounds them, a fog signifying
that the player is entering an un-rendered
or un-renderable area. When the character
jumps off the cliff, the game menu comes
up, and the player must save the game before
the “You Died” graphic can play.

*
**
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FromSoftware. Dark Souls III. Bandai Namco Entertainment. PC. 2016.
Distortion2, “Dark Souls III Any% Speedrun in 36:43 (Former Record),” YouTube Video, 43:32, July 19,
2016, https://youtu.be/D6vgECyCe5I.
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The game is reset, the new save is loaded,
and now the character stands on an even
lower cliff edge beneath where they started.
They’re closer to the edge of the world, closer
to the death trigger that happens when the
player falls into an abyss. The character holds
out the flask and their arm moves slightly
through the rocks in front of them. The
ground beneath their feet glows, they back
off the cliff, sliding down an edge, and fall
out of the world map.
The character is now just a glowing yellow
flame that can move freely under the
game world. They can walk past the entire
game and go directly to the game’s finale,
experiencing the landscape from the other
side. There are fragmented buildings, half
tree roots, columns only partially invisible,
and other incomplete game assets that were
never added to the game world above. The
character is outside the world geometry and
outside the rules that the developer intended
for play
54
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Where Boundary Breaks

In Minecraft, there are multiple game
modes: There’s Survival Mode, where you
have health and hunger and you can take
damage and die. There’s also Creative Mode,
where you can freely fly around the world
and add and remove blocks at will. And
there’s Spectator Mode, where you are no
longer limited by block geometry and you
can move freely in and out of blocks like a
ghost. Spectator Mode becomes a way to
analyze the game world from the outside
in, to instantly uncover the secret paths and
tunnels in the ground below, to look at the
gameworld from within a block, or from
under the bedrock looking up through pools
of lava, hidden diamonds, and glowing
skeletons.*

*

56

Mojang. Minecraft. Microsoft. PC/Mac. 2011.
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These kinds of “world-exiting” experiences
can be found in games of all types, but they
primarily occur in open world 3D games
in which the sheer density of game assets,
terrain, and surface area makes it hard for
developers to bug-check the level geometry
at every point. Communities of players
stream, record, and publish their attempts
to find these fractures in game worlds where
they can exit the world map and explore the
game from a new perspective. Like digital
archaeologists, these communities are trying
to sift through the layers of the world to see
what else might have been left behind at
the code level by the developers during the
making of the game. Like the newspaper
scraps a contractor might paste behind a
wall that are discovered 50 years later during
renovations, developers sometimes leave
messages or forget to remove game assets
that might not have made it into the final
game build.

Travess Smalley

Noclip.website* is an archive of 3D video
game levels that can be examined from the
outside in. You can zoom into and out of
a 3D model of a Super Mario 64** level, for
example, and discover the unseen edges
of the game world, hidden textures, and
incomplete structures normally obfuscated
from the player. These explorable 3D
models can be analyzed from outside the
game space and show tricks of scale level
designers deploy to make more interesting
environments and the illusion of deep 3D
worlds. Being outside the level in a video
game is often referred to as "noclipping," a
phrase that comes from the game cheat that
prevents the player's camera in a game from
being obstructed by game walls or objects,
and permits the player to freely move
unburdened by the confines of the game
designers’ defined world limits.

*
**
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St. Pierre, Jasper. “A digital museum of video game levels.” NoClip.Website. December 4, 2021.
https://noclip.website.
Nintendo EAD. Super Mario 64. Nintendo. Nintendo 64. 1996.
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St. Pierre, Jasper. “A digital museum of video game levels.” NoClip.Website. December 4, 2021.
https://noclip.website.
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Where Boundary Breaks

The open-world game Skyrim*, for example,
has a developer mode console command
to enable no-clipping much like Spectator
Mode in Minecraft that allows players
to move through any block. But often
developers intentionally remove these
modes from player access, and it’s up to the
independent player community to discover
how to exit the game world. This is done
through hours and hours of colliding into
every piece of geometry in the game, an
activity referred to as glitch hunting.

*

62

Bethesda Game Studios. The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. Bethesda Softworks. PC. 2011.
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Where Boundary Breaks

In the summer of 2021 the Zelda: Breath
of the Wild* community celebrated the
discovery of a treasure chest placed far below
the world geometry and inaccessible through
normal gameplay. The chest was left in the
game by accident; perhaps it was intended
to be placed somewhere in the world but
was forgotten. Its discovery was treated as
a magical moment of finding something
undiscovered, unintended, and outside the
official boundary of the game.**

*
**

64

Nintendo EPD. The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild. Nintendo. Nintendo Switch. 2017.
Kleric. “I am the First Person to Open this Chest | Breath of the Wild.” YouTube Video, 7:38.
June 30, 2021. https://youtu.be/VHCMcRcrk8s.
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Where Boundary Breaks

In World of Warcraft*, in the middle of
Ogrimmar Village is a natural stone pillar
that extends into the sky like a cairne.
Players were able to glitch inside to find a
plaque with the initials WKM written on it
and a single candle burning below it. While
developers made no official announcement
about what these initials stand for, it’s
thought to be a dedication to a developer’s
father, William Kenneth Max, who died
before World of Warcraft had finished
development.**
In this inaccessible area, this underworld, a
candle vigil has continued for the past eleven
years.

*
**
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Blizzard Entertainment. World of Warcraft. Blizzard Entertainment. PC. 2005.
Hidden Azeroth. “WKM: Orgrimmar's Oldest Secret.” Hidden Azeroth, September 13, 2020.
https://hiddenazeroth.com/2019/12/21/wkm/.
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Where Boundary Breaks

As a player I don’t regularly search for out
of bounds glitches, but I do search for the
stories of the players who spend hours
jumping into every corner geometry in
every hotel lobby of an open world game. I
become more attached to the myths of these
out-of-bounds secrets than the plots created
by the narrative team. These unfinished areas
attach new meanings to the game. When
I’m viewing the game from out of bounds,
I’m seeing a vague fog, an outline of an
unrenderable castle that suggests some halftruth about the game world and lore that the
developers didn’t intend.
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Where Boundary Breaks

Boundary breaking and wall clipping
reminds me of one famous story in
Providence, RI, the city where I currently
teach and study. In the late 1990s, artist
Michael Townsend discovered a cinder
block opening in the newly constructed
Providence Place Mall. There was an area
in between the two newly constructed
buildings that wasn’t being used and that
was invisible to those not looking for it. He’d
found an interstitial, unfinished space. After
the mall was finished, Townsend went back
and found there was still an opening that
allowed him to access this area. Over the
course of the next four years, he constructed
a secret apartment in the mall behind the
wall, bringing in furniture, televisions, a
Playstation, and going so far as installing in
the space a commercial white door of the
same style used in other utility rooms in the
mall so as to be less suspicious.
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Where Boundary Breaks

When looking for documentation from this
hidden room, I found numerous pictures
of the artist and his friends sitting on a sofa
playing video games. The only game case
viewable in the picture is Grand Theft Auto.*

*

72

Townsend, Michael. “Trummerkind.” What happened. Accessed December 4, 2021.
http://www.trummerkind.com/mall/What_Happened.html.
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In 1968 two seminal books came out with almost the same name,
Seth Sieglaub’s Xerox Book* and Ian Burn’s Xerox Book #1.**
The first and more recently reprinted, Xerox Book is a shorthand
name for Carl Andre, Robert Barry, Douglas Hueblar, Joseph Kosuth,
Sol LeWitt, Robert Morris, Lawrence Weiner and is a “curatorial
project as book” initiated by the art dealer and curator Seth
Sieglaub. The book is treated as an exhibition platform and the
Xerox machine as the process. Each artist is given 25 pages to create
a work. The resulting projects share regularity, repetition, and
dryness, and end up emphasizing the technical limitations of the
printing process. When reading Xerox Book my attention focuses
on the missing print toner, the blank spots that weren’t printed
correctly, and the black scratch marks from the photocopying
process. This is most apparent when Barry tries to show one million
dots but looking through the pages what stands out isn’t the
regularity or abundance of one million dots, but the emphasis that
shifts to the irregular, the scratches and errors where the printing
toner didn’t get put down right and ended up removing dots. Each
copy in itself is unique.
The more generous read, and the one I tend to see, is the technical
failure of the Xerox as an illustrative boon. It’s a reading of the
work I don’t imagine most of these conceptual artists would
particularly care to focus on. The one exception here might be
Robert Morris’s work which in its simplicity and lack of description
seems to encourage an open read. Morris’s series of 25 Xeroxes of
the earth are mysterious. Earth’s cloud cover swirls over the planet
like a marble, creating dense shadowed edges that disappear into
the page’s negative space of vertical Xeroxed photocopy streaks.
Without color and with only emphasis on the clouds, the earth
looks otherworldly, or like the moon, or like a ghost planet, slightly
translucent, about to disappear into the vastness of space. This read
happens because of the failures of the tool to accurately reproduce a
photograph.
*
**

74

Sieglaub, Seth. (Carl Andre, Robert Barry, Doublas Hueblar, Joseph Kosuth, Sol LeWitt, Robert Morris,
Lawrence Weiner.) aka The Xerox Book by Seth Sieglaub. Artist Book. New York, 1968.
Burn, Ian. Xerox Book #1. Artist Book. New York, 1968.
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In contrast to Sieglaub’s book, which presents seven conceptual
frameworks that all visually emphasize the same side effects of the
medium, Ian Burns starts with an emphasis on the particularities
of the Xerox print, and makes a book about that. Xerox Book #1
treats the Xerox as a cyclical printmaking process in which the
same Xerox page was fed back into the photocopier producing
increasingly distorted versions of the printed image. The second
page has all the information and states the premise.

Xerox and Feedback

1. A blank sheet of paper was copied on a Xerox
machine.
2. This copy was used to make a second copy.
3. The second to make a third, and so on….
Each copy as it came of the machine was re-used to
make the next.
This was continued for one hundred times,
producing a book of one hundred pages.
		
						- Ian Burn.
Burn creates a feedback loop. In other words, a cybernetic
relationship, where the output of one page is used as the
determining data for the next input. The output is looped back
into the input of the next state, or next copy.
What results is a 100 pages of Xerox texture. Scratches start as
thin lines but grow and distort, eventually looking like thick
brush strokes. Dust on the glass of the machine becomes thicker
resembling television static or snow. Slight irregularities in the edge
of the image are then captured as input that lives on and becomes
more and more of a compositional form of the piece.
78
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One year later, the same cybernetic / feedback loop process
would be presented again as an audio work by Alvin Lucier
called “I Am Sitting In A Room”* in which the sound of Lucier’s
voice is recorded in a room and then used as the source for the
next recording. Xerox Book #1 ends 100 pages later in a snow of
photocopied artifacts; “I Am Sitting In A Room” ends 45 minutes
later in a soft mechanical pulse of a sound. Both are faded and
completely removed from where the artist started.

Xerox and Feedback

The potential of the photocopier in art practices extended to art
communities outside of New York. In 1969 Sonia Landy Sheridan
was teaching at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago
when she discovered a Xerox machine in the administration
department. After sharing the discovery with her students,
their rampant use and enthusiasm for the machine “forced the
administration to restrict access.”** In response to the restriction,
Sheridan found a broken thermo-fax machine and worked with
3M to repair it for the students to use. This introduction to 3M
paved the way for her residency with the corporation and the
founding of a new department at SAIC, “Generative Systems:
Art, Science, and Technology” in 1970. The department became
a technological hub of the school, “an energy bank, tele-linkup, exchange centre, city nerve centre, public relations center
and interdepartmental link-up.”** The department’s alignment
with 3M situated the “Generative Systems” program as part of
the new art/technology model also seen with “Experiments in
Art & Technology” at AT&T Bell Labs and Xerox Parc’s “Artist
In Residence” program. Throughout the 1970s, teachers and
students would collaborate on work and experiments using 3M’s
color-in-copy machine and various other new video and imaging
technologies. Sheridan succinctly sums up the enthusiasm for
new imaging technologies:

*
**
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Lucier, Alvin. I Am Sitting in a Room. Audio recording. Brandeis University, 1969.
Bonin, Vincent. “Shonia Sheridan Fund, Process: Thermo-Fax.” Fonds Sonia Sheridan : Procédé :
Thermo-Fax. la fondation Daniel Langlois pour l'art, la science et la technologie, 2007.

Sonia Landy Sheridan, Sonia in Time, 1970-1975, 3M Color-in-Color print, 21.5 × 21.5 cm
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“Moving-time and stopped-time imaging systems are
interchangeable, but it was not until the availability
of electronic photo/print prowesses in the 1960s that
images, not merely of our imagination, could be
stopped in time by simple accessible systems.”*
The photocopier provided a more instantaneous and accessible
tool for creating images, documenting time, and documenting the
artists themselves.

Xerox and Feedback

Sheridan’s archive contains numerous examples of the body being
documented by the copier. The 3M copy machines used for these
prints have a shallow depth-of-field. Any object that is further
than a couple inches away from the platen is not captured. In
the images, bodies are literally pushing themselves onto the copy
machine to be flattened, copied, and reproduced.
Sheridan’s prints are a documentation of the “Generative Systems”
program and its artists. The copies show bodies literally pressing
themselves against the machine’s surface to be closer to the
machine and to be documented. The immediacy of the printed
image from the copier allowed for near instantaneous feedback,
and illustrate another form of a cybernetic system used for rapid
image creation and body doubling. Sheridan and her collaborator
Keith Smith’s life-size montage of body part copies most clearly
represents this. Smith’s body has been scanned in life-size sections
that could be framed on the copier. Then his body parts are copied,
printed, and recombined to human scale. From body, to copy, to
print, to body. A body replicating loop in a matter of minutes.

*
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Sheridan, Sonia Landy. “Mind / Senses / Hand: The Generative Systems Program at the Art Institute of
Chicago 1970-80, 1990.” Essay. In Systems, edited by Edward A. Shanken. London: Whitechapel Gallery,
2015. 162-165.

Student in “Generative Systems” at SAIC, 1973
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Sonia Landy Sheridan, (unknown), 1976, 3M Color-In-Color I on paper
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Sonia Landy Sheridan, Flowers #8, 1976, 3M Color-In-Color I on paper
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In the late 1980’s the choreographer Merce Cunningham began
collaborating with the dancer and software designer Thecla
Schiphorst to create LifeForms, a computer choreographic
software tool. Schiphorst describes LifeForms as “an interactive,
graphical interface that enables a choreographer to sketch out
movement ideas in space and time.”* LifeForms is an early piece
of artist directed software aimed to aid in the act of creation and
visualization of new artworks.
When Cunningham describes his use of the software he talked
about posing figures in different shapes and seeing the figures
move from one situation to another, watching how the computer
rendered the transition from one form to the next. [Lifeforms]
“showed me ways of putting movement together and accepting
it.”**
Cunningham, a long time proponent of using chance and the I
Ching as a tool for the creative process, found Lifeforms to be
a new tool for revealing the possibilities and potential range of
movement in his works through chance. He explained it to the
New York Times, “LifeForms is not revolutionizing dance but
expanding it, because you see movement in a way that was always
there - but wasn’t visible to the naked eye.”*** LifeForms helped
Cunningham visualize all the potential permutations, the latent
spaces, between each movement.
This visualization concept of showing and aligning the possibility
space between images has been an important aspect of the
field of Machine Learning, where the term latent space can
describe the potential image space of different machine learning
models.****
*

Schiphorst, Thecla. “A Case Study of Merce Cunningham’s use of the LifeForms Computer Choreographic
System in the making of Trackers.” Simon Fraser University, 1993. 28-29.
**
Claudia Melis and Diana Miranda. “LifeForms.” YouTube Video. 4:00. March 11, 2013.
https://youtu.be/ROmTHBg8Nw0.
*** Jacobs, Ellen. “When Merce Cunningham Took on a New Collaborator: The Computer.” The New York
Times. The New York Times, September 1, 2020.
**** Tiu, Ekin. “Understanding Latent Space in Machine Learning.” Medium. Towards Data Science, February
4, 2020. https://towardsdatascience.com/understanding-latent-space-in-machine-learning-de5a7c687d8d.
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“A latent space, also known as a latent feature space or embedding
space, is an embedding of a set of items within a manifold in which
items which resemble each other more closely are positioned closer
to one another in the latent space. Position within the latent space
can be viewed as being defined by a set of latent variables that
emerge from the resemblances from the objects.”*

Notes on Dance Software, Latent Space, and Making

In my creative process I combine different images and apply
different variables to see what can emerge between these forms.
I may not know the exact color of green I need but by creating a
program that selects a random green from between two greens I
might more closely define the color that I’m looking for.
I apply additive and hybridized processes to my writings with the
aid of predictive text algorithms. I may not know the exact word
or language I’m looking for but by building a data set of potential
language and nouns I might help myself find the language through
programming. I used this technique to write two poems from a
dataset of texts on old English flower names, articles on shades of
green, ultraviolet plant photography, and computer programs I’ve
written. “Number Colors Burn Randomly” and “The first recorded
use of jade green.'' The poems were published in Queer.Archive.
Work Urgency Reader, 2019.**

*
**
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“Latent Space.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, October 5, 2021.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latent_space
Urgency Reader, edited by Paul Soulellis. Pawtucket, RI: Queer.Archive.Work, 2019.

Travess Smalley, "The first recorded use of jade green" in Urgency Reader, edited by Paul Soulellis.
Pawtucket, RI: Queer.Archive.Work, 2019.
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Presentation:
Generative Systems,
Instructional Art, &
Chance

Art and design processes are a series of
decisions. What happens when we automate
those decisions?
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Generative Systems in art and design is the
field of programming aspects of and art or
design process which often means taking a
set of inputs to create a new set of outputs.

Generative Systems, Instructional Art, & Chance

The artist and educator Daniel Lefcourt has
created a set of Photoshop Actions that are
meant to help introduce artists, educators
and students to some the possibilities of
Generative Design. Lefcourt succinctly
defines the topic:
Generative Design is a way of thinking
and working systematically. Often designers
choose to work systematically in order to
create many variations of a design theme.
For example, if one thinks about color,
shape, position, and rotation as variables of
a composition or pattern, one can then try
adjusting each variable in order to iterate
through many possible compositions.*
*
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Lefcourt, Daniel. “What Is Generative Design?” Generative Design With Photoshop Actions.
Daniel Lefcourt, 2021. https://actions.myportfolio.com/what-is-this.
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Generative Systems, Instructional Art, & Chance

It’s this variable and iterative driven
approach that leads to finding a large space
of possible images / artworks / designs.
The combination of facial features and head
shapes of popular animated characters in this
"face swap" meme represents a simple system
where five characters can be combined to
produce 16 new characters.*

*
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"Face Swap: Great Faces." Know Your Meme. 2019. Accessed December 4, 2021.
https://knowyourmeme.com/photos/1453007-face-swap
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In 10 styles, 100 characters, artist Jaakko
Seppälä drew ten different cartoon characters
in the style of each of the other cartoonists
in the set. Seppälä is isolating out the
elements of line, color, and form associated
with each cartoonist and applying their
techniques to the other characters.*

*
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Seppälä, Jaakko. "10 styles, 100 characters." Jaakko Seppälä, 2014. Accessed December 4, 2021
via web.archive.org. http://malinen.info/malinen/100characters/
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This kind of systems based approach to
design can be seen in many time periods and
cultures. In this thousand year old Wari style
tunic, there is a system of repetition of color,
line and shape. Triangles of fabric repeat,
rotate, and change color at regular intervals.
The sewn together pieces of fabric show a
structure that could be scripted.*
Textile patterns use grids to incorporate this
scripted structure, where changes in value
create entirely new patterns.

*
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“Indigenous American Textiles.” The George Washington University Museum: The Textile Museum.
The George Washington University Museum: The Textile Museum. Accessed December 4, 2021.
https://museum.gwu.edu/indigenous-american-textiles.
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The script for making textiles is rendered in
multiple forms through the watercolors and
notations of the Appalachian weaver and
fabric designer, Frances Louisa Goodrich.
In Weave pattern: Velvet Rose, 1900/1930 she
diagrams the pattern both as colored squares
on gridded paper and also as a numerical
score that represent the instructions for
weaving.*

*
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“Weave Pattern: Velvet Rose 1900/1930. Goodrich, Frances Louisa.” Collections: Craft Revival. Hunter
Library Digital Collections, Western Carolina University. Accessed December 4, 2021.
https://wcudigitalcollection.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p4008coll2/id/6217.
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And while instructions can be numerical,
or literal (as is the case with Sol Lewitt’s
instructional art), they can also be lyrical,
poetic, or removed from pictorial plane as
is the case with Yoko Ono’s instructional
works.*
Yoko Ono’s "Painting For The Wind" in
Grapefruit incorporates chance through it's
lack of specificity (How many seeds? How
big of a hole? How fast is this wind?) These
choices that would effect the output are left
for the artist to decide and the wind speed
on that particular day.

*
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Ono, Yoko. Grapefruit. Tokyo, Japan: Wunternaum Press. 1964.
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Another artist from this time period who’s
generative system relied on the help of
others is Stanley Brouwn. In his work,
This Way Brouwn, the artist would stop
passing pedestrians in the street and ask
for directions to different places in the
town. He’d hand them a piece of paper
and ask them to draw how to get there.
The collected drawings were then rubberstamped “THIS WAY BROUWN” and
exhibited in vitrines and in frames.*

*
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Stanley Brouwn, "This Way Brouwn," 1960-1964.
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When a generative system incorporates
chance or randomness how are those
elements of randomness determined?
Rolling dice goes back millennia with the
top image being a 20 sided dice from Egypt
that’s approximately two thousand years
old. Or the six sided terracotta dice below
that dates back 4500 years belonging to the
Indus Valley Civilization.*

*
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“Twenty-Sided Die (Icosahedron) with Faces Inscribed with Greek Letters.” Collection.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art. Accessed December 4, 2021.
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/551072.
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In George Brecht’s “Great Bear Pamphlet:
Chance Imagery” the artist discusses a
myriad of ways of invoking chance to
develop images: flipping coins, numbered
wheels, cards, bowl drawing, random
number math, and the unconcious gestures
of automatism.*

*
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Brecht, George. “Great Bear Pamphlet: Chance Imagery.” New York: Something Else Press, 1966.
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“Jean Arp and other Dada artists embraced
chance as a tool for liberating creativity
from rational thought. An account by
his friend and fellow artist Hans Richter
describes how Arp made “chance collages”
like this one. Apparently frustrated with a
drawing he had been working on for some
time Arp finally tore it up, and let the
pieces flutter to the floor of his studio [. . . .]
Some time later he happened to notice these
same scraps of paper as they lay on the floor,
and was struck by the pattern they formed.
It had all the expressive power that he had
tried in vain to achieve.
Chance movements of his hand and of the
fluttering scraps of paper had achieved what
all his efforts had failed to achieve, namely
expression. He accepted this challenge from
chance as a decision of fate and carefully
pasted the scraps down in the pattern which
chance had determined.” *
*
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“Untitled (Collage with Squares Arranged According to the Laws of Chance).” MoMA Learning.
Museum of Modern Art. Accessed December 5, 2021. https://www.moma.org/learn/moma_learning/jeanhans-arp-untitled-collage-with-squares-arranged-according-to-the-laws-of-chance-1916-17/.
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François Morellet used the odd and even
numbers of the telephone book to generate
his painting. “After he divided the canvas
into 40,000 squares, his wife or his sons read
the numbers from the phone book out loud,
while he moved across the canvas, marking
a square for each even number and skipping
a square for each odd one. He then colored
the marked squares blue and the blank ones
red.”*

*
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“François Morellet. Random Distribution of 40,000 Squares Using the Odd and Even Numbers of a
Telephone Directory, 50% Blue, 50% Red. 1960: Moma.” Art and artists. The Museum of Modern Art.
Accessed December 5, 2021. https://www.moma.org/collection/works/105479.
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Emergence is when simple processes result in complex systems.
Ants, as individuals, are capable of a small limited set of tasks,
however, when they work together they can make bridges or turn
their bodies into boats to survive floods. This is also seen in flocks
of starlings, called a murmuration, where birds respond relatively to
each bird that surrounds them to create beautiful and undulating
forms in the sky as they fly together. It’s also seen in “The Wisdom
of Crowds”, a group’s collective ability to accurately guess the
number of jelly beans in a jar, where individuals in the group make
guesses which are aggregated and averaged.
In Emergence: The Connected Lives of Ants, Brains, Cities, and
Software, Steven Johnson writes about examples of emergence as
the concept was being formed and defined in relation to software
and design of the 1990's in everything from slime molds that
can solve mazes and city traffic patterns responding to layout to
computer games.*
In games specifically, the idea of emergent play, where the player
can draw more from the game than the developer may have
intended, became a popular industry design goal to talk about the
ways players interact with games. One of the more popular game
formats for emergent play is the genre of Sandbox Games, meaning
games that are designed intentionally to give the player a great
amount of control and creativity either towards a game defined
goal or a player defined goal. Some popular examples of these
games include Minecraft, Grand Theft Auto V, The Sims, and Roblox.
In these games there are player objectives but most of the fun
had in them is player driven and not based on completing quests
or game goals, it’s about the story and world and play the player
creates. Due to this emphasis on personal narrative and emergent
play, sandbox games are often the most watched games on Twitch
and YouTube.

*
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This outline categorizes the space of emergent play in video games.

An Outline on Emergent Play in Video Games

Over the past four years I’ve been collecting records of creative acts
by game players under the loose category “Creativity in Gameplay.”
I publish my findings on Are.na.* Most of this research comes from
YouTube, Twitch, modding message boards, and short animated
gifs passed around gaming communities and Discord servers. From
players’ role playing and creating scripted performances inside of
games, to players modding new game assets to make a game look
and function in a different way, the more examples I’ve come
across the more clearly the themes and categories of this space have
emerged.
Below is an outline of how I see players creating inside of other
creators’ systems.
01. Playing the game - where players find a new way to
interact with the game, reinterpreting the game's rules to
create something new.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Games as a drawing tool
Photography modes in games
Games as a tool for real world visualization
Games with level editors that allow players to design
their own levels
Just Push Forward levels
Glitch Hunters

Travess Smalley

03. Performing the game - where players perform the rules of
the game to create something new.
•
•
•
•
•

The digital flaneur / the digital wanderer
Role Playing / Story telling and creating in games and
on Multiplayer servers
Speed-running
Endurance games
Movement / performance mastery

04. Analyzing the game - where players analyze the game to
reveal something new.
•
•
•

Message Board Infographics
Drawings and Maps made to understand games
Video essays on games

05. Games as material - where players use the game as a raw
material to create artwork
•
•
•
•

Artists using games
Cos-play
Fan Art
Game Development Drawings.

02. Modding the game - where players change the game to
create something new.
•
•
•
•
*
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Changing the game assets
Changing the rules of the game
Challenge runs
Changing the controls of the game

Smalley, Travess. "Are.na / Travess Smalley / Creativity in Gameplay." Are.na.
https://www.are.na/travess-smalley/creativity-in-gameplay.
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